
AN ANALYSIS OF THE BOOK WHAT MAKES SAMMY RUN BY BUDD

SCHULBERG

Summary & Study Guide includes detailed chapter summaries and analysis, quotes, character descriptions, themes,
and more. Budd Schulberg everything you need to sharpen your knowledge of What Makes Sammy Run? This novel is
an exploration of the changes and personalities of Hollywood in the s.

He couldn't write a line, but he was expert in his selection of ghosts and fattened on the Hollywood system of
collaboration. Al trails behind him, modestly successful, held back by his own basic decency, a trait for which
Sammy mocks him contemptuously and yet makes him Sammy's confidant and the closest thing he has to a
friend, since whenever Sammy does something lowdown and dirty, Al is the only one he can confide in. All
alone in sickness and in health, for better or for worse, with power and with Harringtons till death parts you
from your only friend, your worst enemy, yourself. Al manages to get snagged into the Hollywood writing gig
himself a little later, and soon he's also making more money than he ever did as a reporter, but watching
Sammy outstrip everyone. When citing an essay from our library, you can use "Kibin" as the author.
Hollywood, he notices, regularly and efficiently turns out three products: moving pictures, ambition, and fear.
Sammy calls Manheim and asks him to come over to his place immediately. Only the first time you get it in
the belly you holler brotherhood. After one of the studio's periodic reshufflings, Manheim finds himself out of
work and goes back to New York. This section contains words approx. Yet in the 80s, young film and writing
students started coming up to him and praising Sammy as an inspiration, a role model for ambitious career
advancement! Al meets Sammy while working as a theater columnist at a New York paper called the Record.
The mood is hopeful. Hollywood, he notices, regularly and efficiently turns out three products: moving
pictures, ambition, and fear. There's a problem with this paper. Budd Schulberg was a "Hollywood prince,"
son of B. Abe Burrows directed. Are these essay examples edited? Convinced that Jews should help each
other, Manheim himself continuously tries to "revive the victims he left behind him as he kept
hitting-and-running his way to the top". Al and Kit also connect due to their intrigue and understanding of
Sammy Glick's motivation and tactics. He even manages to have "his" stageplay, Live Wire, performed at the
Hollywood Playhouse. Sammy discovers Laurette making love in the guest room to Carter Judd, an actor
Sammy has just hired. Wrong, baby, wrong! Here are some ways our essay examples library can help you with
your assignment: Brainstorm a strong, interesting topic Learn what works and what doesn't from the reader's
perspective. You're all alone, pal, all alone. Although the script is actually a case of plagiarism , The Front
Page in flimsy disguise, no one except Manheim seems to notice. And when he joins them Sammy's bluffing
also includes talking about books he has never read. Sammy runs, runs, runs, and Al Manheim is as obsessed
as he is horrified as he watches Sammy shamelessly lie, cheat, and steal ideas and promote himself with the
unselfaware genius of the truly narcissistic. When the film of Girl Steals Boy opens, Sammy is credited for
"original screenplay" and Blumberg is not acknowledged. Later he steals a piece by an aspiring young writer,
Julian Blumberg, sending it under his own name to the famous Hollywood talent agent Myron Selznick. Then
another stretch as district man. And finally you're a great big reporter and get forty-five for the rest of your
life. Sammy gets his first job in Hollywood by taking the credit for a meek writer's original story. Now Sheik
is working as Glick's personal servant or quasi-slave â€”possibly some kind of belated act of revenge on
Sammy's part, or the "victim's triumph". Al and Kit learn that they have many of the same interests and the
same love for writing, theater and film.


